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A

THE UTILITY .OF MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANT. ANALYSIS IN CLASSIFYING STUDENTS

Kevin D. Shell and WilliaM K. LeBold

Purdue University

Abstract

This,study examines the utility of multiple' discriminant analysis in

predicting engineering field of study. Representing:six fields of

study, 292 1970 and 301 1972 freshman engineerS-at Purdue University

were administered the Purdue Interest.Questionnaire(PIQ),. Multip)e

discriminant arialysis was 'performed on the Six Engineering Specialty

Scales of the PIQ using the Obtained scores of the'1970 students.,

These students were then claSsified by means of discriminant func-

:tions into six engineering fields of .study. Each predicted,classifi

cation was then compared to the actual ,r fourthfsemester claSsifica-

. tion, and accuracy percentages for each_field were computed. As a

cross-validation of the discriminant analysis, these same discrimi-

nant functions were used-to Classify in the same manner the,Sample of

1972' students. Then the two student samples were pooled together, a',

new-ditcriminant analytIs was performed, and by mearis.of the new func-

tionsthe group of pooled students,Was again classified as before. In-

general', Correct classificaticki percentages.significantly,exceeded (p

< .001) percentages predIcted'O'chance Finally, it' was observed in
,

the cross-vaTidatioq procedurethat consideration: by' counselor

and a, student of the first-or-Second classification- Choice as optimal

for success greatly increases the likelihood of making the'best deci-

sion.
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The ll,tilly' of Multiple Discriminant \AnalyisisJin Classifying Students

Kevih-D. Shell And Willi.* K- LeB61(1
Purdue University

-
1

The Depa tmentof Freshman, Engin erimi at
i

Purdue -Universi y, /7.'

endeavors to ssist beginning studentS decide whether to pursu study -,

in a.Special area of engineering or whether to consider a field f

studyoutside engineering:, For the'most part,ethe.students h
,

i

..
fairly certain n their desires to pursue a.study of engineer ng.

Therefore, the qpes.tion of prjmary'iMporiltanCe has been one .of which
. ,. . ,,.

spe laity area of engineering would beimost desirable to pursue: ':

.. 4. \-13.
.

Measures of ability and achievement,. both .durin igh school and

during the first semester of college sudy,-have found- widespread use

, , .

.

1 .

1,

Tapion counselors- in assisting students.ythroug'h their academicendeav,
f'

.

. ors. However, it also has been shownthat a student's inventoried .

interes4 are a worthwhile source ditional information when
..

r

1
. . .

i

,considering appropriate,areas of acadeMic concentration within cOl.

"lege. _By far, the most wideiy'uti.Uzec invenOry:measuring,interests
.

has-in the past.been the Strong Vocatioial Interest Blank (SVIB),--

now the Strong-Campbell Interes ,Inventory (SCII). All.scales in

the-SVIB,have been considered 'in examining.thOnventory's utility .,

in differentiating special groups (Aposa4 148.; Chappel, 1967; /..

.

Clemens & Linden, 1970). In pa ticular,.the engineering scale has

6}.
been examined concerning its Wity inirediCting.plagement. fn eng.i7

'neering as a whale and in a specialty area within engineering (urtfs,

1970; Haddock, 1968; Mayfiead, 1960; Meampbell,. 19661. Of,greater

importance, however, has' been the examiliation of the predictive

utility, of special scales, developed fr m the SVI ,.in differenti-

afIng'engineering specialty area (Haddo k, 1968; Mayfield, 1960;

McCampbel, 1966) and in predicting engineering,achievement (Campb

1940; Curtis, 1970) and engineering OerSistence (Benjamin, 1967;

CUrtis,,1970; ,England, 1956; Haddock, 1.968). A review ofresearcS'

concerning the utility if-" measured interests may be found in Beh.a-

4pin (1967), Curtis (1970) , DeLauret-C'11595), and McCampbell,(1 66).

k



,
Efforts wore begun irr thd mid:1960's tO-develop scales-that

would differentiate the -major- engineering 5,pecialty areas at Purdue

University fn,order to asist the counselors within the;Department
of Freshman Engineering i their efforts ,to assist students. The

-fruit
J
of these efforts was the Purdue Interest QuestiOnnaire (PIQ)

J.

(LeBod andGorman, 1966). T-e,PIQ.scales were analyzed and re-

vised thi'ough tke efforts _of DeLauretis (1974, who examined the

predictive utility of the revised scales 'tn. classifying both.
engineering students and transfer students from-engineering. The

current version of the PIQ is described Adillit'Strated by LeBold,
Shell,. and DeLaliretit (1977).

Although .cross - ,validation studies of-specialty scales,_
developed from the SVIB, have had encouraging resu1t- (Chappell,
1967; Curtis,.1970; McCamptie'll; 1966), no, distriminant function
cross-validation stitdi'es have been attempted with'ttie

.DeLauretis (1975) found 'that discriminant' analysis using tilre PIQ

scales produced discriMinant. functions that couldi accurately

classify engineering students- in their'subsequentii, fourth settles-
,

ter, specialty areasrbut because of the:unayailability of necessary,
iata at,thait time he was notable to cross -validate the derived-

dis.criminant cti ons ph an independent' sampl,e1of iengineering

students.. I s th;refore one .purpose of tnis'',,study to perform

a cross-valicr tion of derived discriminant' functions, using PIQ

scales, in prediCting ther fourth semester classification of
engineering- students into their specialty. areas.

Multi -pie discriminant analysis, in Short, generates a set

of weights which,,when combined with the variable under invest-1ga-
.

tion, maximize the individual differences among the classification
groups and,' at the same time, minimize the individual differences

within each group. The rationale of multiple discriminant analysis
is similar to that of multiple regression. However, in the case of

classification _group membership characterizes a nominal scale rath

than an interval scale, which is necessary in justifying multiple
regression procedures.,

<0
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The p.roceOures of nultiple disCrimfnant analysis may be examined

in works by Cooley and Lohnes (1971), Rulon,'Tiederilan, fatsuoka, and

Langmuir (1967), or Tatsuoka (1971). A summarized description can

be found in DeLauretis (1975).

Thepurposes of-this study Were

1.. to examine discriminant analysis results; using the

six PIQ Engineering Specialty Scales, in predicting the fourth sem-

ester classification of engineering students into their specialty

areas, including a cross-validation of derived discriminant functions;,

2. to compare results of two clas§ification procedures:

minimum chi-square rule and maximum probability rule; and

3. to examine the Or dictive utility, of considering first-

or-second choices instead of only he first choice.

Methods

Subjects were sam9led from freshman engineers enrolled in

Purdue University's' Department of Freshman Engineering in the fall,

semesters of 1970 (FE70) and 1972 (FE72). The FE70 sample consisted

of 292 students, and the FE72 simple, of 301 students, Consisting"

almost entirely of males: The FE70 sample represented six fields

with samples from each field ranging frOm 29 to 85 students. The

FE72 sample, representing the same six fields, contained between

21 and 85 students for'each field. Each student was administered

the Purdue Interest Questionnaire (PIQ), which contained thirteen

scales, six,of whichconcern specialty areas of study within

engineering at Purdue:- Aeronautical (AE), Chemical (CHE), Civil

,.(CE), Electrical (EE, Industrial (IE), and Mechanical (ME). The

raw score for each student on each scale was determined from

response weights developed by'DeLauretis (1975) in constructing the

Purdue Engineering Interest Blank (PEIB). Standard scores were -"

then computed based upon distributional statistics of a-1966 norm

reference group, which consisted of 987 beginning freshman engineers..

3



The student scale scores are identical to those used by DeLauretis'
.

in constructing and examining the PEIB. These procedures were

used in the present study because either they are still in current

use with the PIQ or they afford the best means at present of

utilizing the PIQ: 46

A major task for counselors within Freshman Engineering is the

guidance of each beginning engineering student toward that area of

engineering which best meets that student's abilities, interests,

attitudes, etc. With this in mind'one might tend to ask a question

such as, "Whith area'of engineering should this particular student

pursue?"

Thistypeof question calls forthe use ofmultiple discrimi-

nant,analy5is. A statistical routine
:\

(MDACAL,' 1970), available at'

Purdue University's CDC 6500 computing facility', was used in per-

forming the rieeded discriminant analyses and classifications. Two

discriminant analyses were carried out with :the six Engineering

Specialty Scales, and discriminant functions were calculated for

each analysis. First, the FE70 group was'used in calculating

discriminant functions; by means of which this FE70 group was re-

classified (just as DeLauretis (1975) had previously done) and by

means of which the FE72 group was independently classified, thus

serving as a measure of the predictive power of the discriminant

functions derived from the six scales. Second, the FE70 group

and FE72 group were combined to form a single (hopefully more

representative) group,.new discriminant functions were calculated,

and this combined group was then reclassified.

Each classification took place within the (reduced) discrimi-
,

nant space rather than in the original predictor space; Also,

classification was .performed according to each of two rules: the

I Adapted from Cooley, W.W. & Lohnes, P.R. MulLiple Procedures

for the Behavioral Sciences. 1962, 116-134. '

4



r.

minimum chi-square rule .and the maximum (Bayesiantiprobability

According to the'ininiinunr chi-square rule, a'Student is classified into
the category for which the distanCe iletween his discriminant 'score for

:that category and its corresponding centrod is the smallest. These

distances follow a chi-square dittribution. On the other, hand,, the
maximum (Bayesianl probability rule classified the student according
to the discriminant score haying the'greatest a priori probability of

-'") , ..

fit, i.e., following the proportional distribution of mempership within
each areaarea of engineering stud

A,"hit-miss" table was constructed for each.classification, com-

paring
.

paring the predictive utility of the minimum chl-square rule with,4at
1 . . , . .

of the maximum probability rule. A- "hit" occurs whenever prOdicted
classification" Matches' actual', fourth-semester classifitation: The .(

overall percentage, of pits, as well as,,the,perCentage of l'its for, eac\h

,gr6up were reporited and served as the predictive power' indices. In e

,
addition, .during the independent,cla.4 ssification:4 (cross-validatio'n of,
the discriminant functions) the overall percelag,e Of first-or:second:
choice hits, as well as the percentage of `S'uchAits for. each enginee'-

.

ing grOup, were calculated.and compared with first-19choice-only hits.
Each .cliassification proportion waS compared against the 'onF-tailed

critical value corresponding to. the Ch nce probability of class4fica- ,

.on, which was based upon the proportional r ups size with respect to
the relevant-year g The critical .values were calculated tly an
estimation formula adapted from Hays (1973, p. -379):

-

Pcritical Po /14'04 Po)
,

where p0 is-the chance 'probaLility,kz is the N(0,1) deviation score, a
is the a priori statistical sivificance level, and n is the sample

size. In addition, "pragmatically significant" differences -- those.
found to be consistent over classification attempts but not found to
be statistically significant -- were examined.-

Differenc s in hit propoAions, as found by the two classification
Jules, were exam ed by means of the,,formula,

O



Pi
(;

p1)
4- P2(1

,

,t
t...,,e,

, ,
:;

where pi is the' hit proportion using the minimum chi-square rule, p2

the hit proportion thing the maximum probability rule; and 'n is the

sample size (Downie 8t, Heath; 1974, p. 182).

'0

Res ul
ti

As a guide to interpreting the-classification results, Table

'Was constructed.
"The

prOpOcon of each engineerin( group to the

total group was computed andylentified as the probability that any

student woUld be classiftedinto,that group by chance alone. From

this aobe-tailed critical value was estimated for each group and

each according to. three leve,ls of signifi-

'cance = .0'5; .01C.001)'was entered as a percentpge.into Table 1.
. q

Thus each classification percentage can be compared with its relevant,

sprresponding (chanCe) critical value given in Iable 1 as 'a means of

Statistically testing the predictive accuracy 014the discriminant

functions.'

Tables"2, 3, and 4 show the accuracy with whiCh student .within'

each of the six engineering specialty groups were. claW-eie by the

sixoup discriminant analysis design. It.is noted that the first

entry within each cell of the tables is the pelcentage of students tclassifiedby the minimum chi-square rule, whi.fe the second. entry- 1

is the percentage classified by the maximum (Bayesian). probability

rule. -Also note that diagonal cells.idisplk the percentage of each

actual group being correctly classified: z

biCriminant analysis was carried.out on-the-six FE70 groups-.

Us'ing the five discriminant functions calculated, the FE70 groups .

1.,

were reclassified (Table 2), and the FE72 gro6ps were then indepen- .

\,

'

dently classified (Table 3) as a check of the Oredictiv e,utility "-,(

6
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TABLE 1
. , '

APPROXIMATE ORE-TAILED CRITICAL VALUESa FOR CHANCE PROBABILITY
OF CLASSIFICATION BASED UPON PROPORTIONAL CROUP SIZE(

_

FE

.

FOR PREDICTED ENGINEERING GROUP

SAE AE .CHE CE EE IE 'ME

f.

1970

.05

.EITN-,

4

S

Dal

21,3 21.7 25.2 37.2 ' 19.1

25.1 ' 25:5- le8.91(_ 40.6 22.8

-29.2 296 32.9 44.3 27.0

28.2

31.7

35.7

\

1972

N
:05

.01

.001

20:3 18.4 ,-27.5 36.3. 16.2

e)24.0 22.1 31.0 -- 396 '20.0.

28.1 26.3 3.9 43.3' 24.2

33.4

36.8

40.6

1970

&

'1972.

.05

.01

. .001

,18.2 17.4 23.8 3414 14,9

20.8 20:0 26.4 36.8" 175

'23.7 23.0 29.2 '39.4 ,20.5

28.4

30:8,

33.6

, Note. n(FE70) =

r-(3

4N,

292'; n(F02) = 301; n(FE70 eFE72) = 593.

a

136 itical-9'''''/113

zIa

0(1 ,PO) Where n = sample size.

AT

(or accuracy) of the five discriminant-functions across samples.

Spbsequently, the FE7O'groups and the FE.72grOups were pogled', a

. new dis'criminant analysis wasCarried out,,and by means of the

five, new discriminant functions alreciaaification was made of.

the pdoled FE70 ancrFE72 groups ,(Table 4). Table 5 Presents a L,

summary. of each engineering groups correct class fication,percent-

age as each of these three classifications was performed.

' Tables 2 through 4 show all entries within the diagonal

classification cells are significantly .greater than their relevant,

corresponding (chance) critical value given in Table 1 at the

p < *05 level of,significance'(and for most cases beyond the

p < .001 level) when the minimum chi-square rul-e_A used. This

also is true with but two exceptions (classification results

7
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TABLE 2

RECLASSIFICATION IUTRIX (SIX-GROUP DISCRIMINANT DESIGN):.
'FED M. ENGINEERING SPECIALTY. GROUPS

(IN PERCENTAGES)

/
='` ,. k,..,.. PREDICTED GROUP .

,-,

ACTUAL . ..-

GROUP AE CHE CE EE IE ME

-.:' IN'
AE 5u.0 14.1 2.8 11. --=- 5.0*x ,

3

(n = 35) 50.0 8.3' 8.3 19.4 ---- 13.9

N N. ,--3 ,

CHE 2.7 78.4 ,--- 8.1 2.:7. : 8.1

(n = 37) 2.7 73.0
3

2.7 13.5_ 2.7 5.ic4

*,
- , sN

bd \
3 . '

CE ---- :---- - 75.0 ----' -12.5* 12.,EL
, - 3 i

(0 = 48)' N
f---- . 85.4 2.1 .2 6.2

.
.

EE. 4.7 7.1 .4 70.6
3

---z 4 15.3
3

(n = /85 ) , 3.5 , 5.9 M 80:0 , -- 7.1

3N,
A,IE 3.4- 6.9 10.3 ---- 655 1.8° k

(A =b29) .6 .2 '-. 6.9 , 13:8 /3.4 62.13\ 6.9
'\_

. .,.-
.

A ME 14 . 0* - 5.3 7.0 12.3 8.8. 52.6
3

._ 3

(n = 57) 17.5*. ', 3.5 14.0
.. N15.8 8.8 40.4

OVERALL PERCENTAGE \CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED 65.8

(n,= 292) 66.8
,-______-"--"

(n,
,

, . .

_Note 1. The first entry in each cell follows the minimum chi-

square rule. The second entry follows the maximum prbbability
rule. n is the number of students within the .actual group.

Note 2. Percentages are compared to critical values for 1970
group in Table 1 for significance.

*Above
chance probability but not significant

1

Sidnificant at p < .05
2
Significant at p <, :01 /

.

3
Significant at p < .001'''

tr
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A

_ -TABLE 3
. ,

INDEPENDENT CLASSIFICATION MATRIX .(SIX-G130UP DUCRIINANT DESIGN):
FE72 ENGINEERING SPECIALTY GROUPS CLASSIFIED FROM
FE70 ENGINEERING SPECIALTY GROUP DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS

(IN PERCENTAGES)

ACTUAL' ,
GROtJP

PREDICTED GROUP N

AE ,. CHE CE EE IE 'a
0 ,

AE '
(n = 34)

35.33.
3

:29.4

5.9 8.8 . 1.7.6 , 2.9 -29.4*
a

. ,

5.9 11.8' 26.5 2.9. 23.5
./ 'c ..,

GHE

(n = 2)

.,',

_., 31.6 ,

7.1 /

3-'
75.0

64.3
3

----; 14.3 3.6 '3.6

3.6 21.4 -.L.-- - 3.6

1

CE

(r( = 57)

4 (
,

8.8 10,5*

i e.8 7.0

e,.., 3"
. 38.6

'47.4?

10.5 1.& ''.29.1P.

13.3 -1.,t3 22,8

EE

(h = 85)

3.5 11.8* e 2.4-
2.4- 7,1 -/. 2Pt4

..: 3 \
' 67.1 :

\-76,5,
3

1.2 14.V

1:2 10.6-

IE

(n = 21)

4

-,--- . 4.8 .:. 9.5.
2----.

- - 23,8 14,3

' 3`,
. 33.3

19.. 10

`,
3

;52.4
3

42.9

'ME

(n,= 761

19,7* 14.5* 17:1 10.5

.19.7*. 11.8* 1)8.4- *- 47.i,, 1.3'

35:61

N 41.6*

'' OVERALL PERCENT E CORRECTLY 'CLASSItIED

. T- 301).
4. , - .

48.5

-49.2

,Nbte 1. The first entry in each cell follows the minimum chi -
ityThe second' entry fol lows" the maximum probability

, 0-
Percentages are compared tb critical values for 1972
Table 1 for*.signifi,cance.-

...

probability but not significant

at p, < :05' ,/
..

at p < .01

/at p < .001

square 'rule.

rule. -'''

Note 2.
group in

.t.
AboVe chince

1

Significant
2
Signifitant

Significant/at3Significant

9 12

9r
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.TABLE 4

RkLASSIFI6TION,NATRIX (SIX-GROUP DISGRIMINPIT DESIGN):
FE70 & FE72 ENGIREEPING SPECIALTY GROUPS COMBIN-ED

(IN PERCEFAGES) ' 4'

ACTUAL
GROUP

.

PREDICTED GROUP.

iE
,

CHE- CE, -:.EE IE ME

AE

(n = 70)

3

,42-.9
3

38,6:

. 1
.

8.6 7.1 10.01 1.4 i ).0

R.6 11 :4 ?.0.0 1.[,, 20.0

1.5.

3.1

..75.0 ).1 9.2, 4.6 6.2

64.0 2 15.4 4.6 6.2

CHE

=>65)

2.9 4.0 1 6.03
, ,

L..:.-) 1.9 L 67:6
',-.,

5.7 6.7 , 20.0

10:5 ', c3.8. 13.3

CE,

=105)

c: 7 D. %' 3.5

2.9 /,.1 315.

65.9 ,3,

'79.4

2.4 14.1

1.8 8.2

FE

(n =._ 170),

0 4.0 10.0 4.0

e.- C1 2.0
1,P

1"2.0 8 .0

64.0
3

3
60.0

/ '12.0

12.0

LE

= 50)

17H-' u. " p 1).5 8.-3 9.8*

16.i.1- 8.0 24.1 18.8 6.8

\

3

39.8'

27.8-:"

ME

(n = 133)

OVERALL Prra.1!ii1r.F. CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED .

(n - 59:1)

57.2

57.7

,

.., :

kite 1. The first pntr./ 111 each cell fellows the minimum chi-

square'rule. .1.'1, :T.ercni..1, 4try follew!,, the maximum probabilqy

rule.

Note 2. ,Porc,-.11tages -,.ro compared' to critical values for 1970

andTb-i2"group in Tahie 1, for signifkance.

Above chance prchabill..y but noL significaa
1

Significant p ,.nr;

2
.

Significant at- p .71
3 ,

Significant at p - .001

10.



regarding Mech'aniCal Engineering (ME students given in_ Tables.3

and 4) when the,maximum pobability rule is used.: Thus, all six ,

groups of students,were in general classified correctly to a sig-

nificant degree above chance. As an example, consider the Civil

A Engineers (CE) of the FE72 engineering/ specialty groups, classified

by the discriminant fqnctions calculated from the FE70 engineering
/-

specialty groups ( Table 3). In examining Table 1, it is seen,that

for the FE72 groups the chance critical values corresponding to

the CE'group for the,p < .06, 01, and .001 levels of significance

are respectively 27.5, -31.0, and 34.9. AS Table 3 shows, the

minimum chi- square rule results in a correct classificatioi per-

centage of 38.6, while the maximum probability mule leads to 47.4

percent being corxectly,classified. Both these percentages are

above, the p .001 critical value of 34;9.

In further examining Tables 2 through it seen that

Aeronailtical Engineers (AE) were consistently -aisclassifiech

across the, three classification procedures. (i.e., for.FE70, for

FE72, and for pooled, FE70 and FE72) above chance as Mechanical

Engineers (ME)(signifiCant at'p < .05 for the pooled group of

Table 4, i.e., 30.0 > 28.4). This was reciprocal in that with

both classification rules ME students were consistently (although

not significantly) misclassified above chance across the three

classifications a!-- T students.

'It,should also be noted that in the FE72 independent classi-

fication Industrial Engineers (IE) were not only significantly

misclassified above chance at p < .001 as ME students but were

misclassified (by both rules) to an extend -well above the percent-
,

age of correct classification (i.e., 5*$.4 > 33.3 and 42.9 >19.0).

In the examination of Table 5 it' seen that the overall

percentage of correct group classification is rather high.for

all three c assificatiOn procedures using both classification.

rules. A hough the maximum probability rule consistently pro-

duced better results 'that the minimum chi-square role, in general'

(
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TABLE 5

CORRECT CLASSIFICATION
PERCENTAGE MATRIX:

ENGINEERING SPECIALTY GROUPS
(SIX -GROUP DISCRIMINANT DESIGN)

ACTUAL'
GROUP

FE70 FE72
FE70

& FE72

50.0

50.0

35.3

29..4

42.9

38,6

,,

CHE
78.4 . 75.0 75.4

73.0 64 64.6

CE
\\75.0

\
38.6 60.0

86\4 47.4-- '. 67.6

EE
70.6 67.1 65,92

80.0 \ 76.5 74.4

IE
65.5 33.3 64:0

62.1 19.,0 60.0

ME
52.6 :1.3.5 39.8

I

40.4 ;31.6 27.8

OVERALL
PERCENT-

65.8 48.5 57.2

AGE 66.8 49.2 57.7

Note. The first entry in each cell
ifOTTows the minimum chi-square rule.
The second entry follows the mxi-
mum.probability rule.

1

Difference significant at p < .05

2
Difference significant at p < .01

there was no signifiCant

'difference between the

outcomes of the respective

rules.
)

During the independent

classification procedure'not

only were percentages calcu-

lated of first-choice correct
IL

classifications ("hi:ts"), but

also calculated were the Per-

centages., of correct classitfi-

Cations. with respect to the

first-or-second-choice--cor-

rect second-choice classifi-

cations are sometimes .referred

to in the literature as "near

'Mts.!! These results are

presented, in Table 6. How-

ever, momentarily returning,

to Table 5, it is seen that,

in proceeding to the FE72:-

independent classification

from the FE70 reclassifica-

tion, a large decrease in

correct classifications

was observed for some groups

AE, CE, IE, and ME).

However, as is seen in Table

6, by considering "near hits"

as well as "hits," the cor-

rect'classifications increased substantially although not equally

across *groups (e.g., the ,increase in the CE group as compared with

the increase in the other groups).' The overall percentage correctly



TABLE,6 -

'CORRECT INDEPENDENT-CCASSIFICATION.PERCENTAGE\ MATRIX:
(8IX-GROUP,DISCRIMINANT DESIGN).
ENGINEERING SPECIALTY SCALES

(FE72 /(ASSIFFED *FROM FE70 DISCRIMINANT. FUNCTIONS)

ACTUAL

GROUP

CORRECT CLASSIFICATION PERCENTAGE

,' 1

ST
CHOI:U 1

S
T OR 2

ND
CHOICE

AE 35.3 79.4

(n = 34) 29.4 76.5

CHE . 75.0 82.1

(n = 28) 64.3 82.1

CE 38.6. 5611

(n, 57) 47.4 .59.6

EE , 67.1 80.0
.y.

(n = 85) 76.5 83.5

IE 33,3 52.4'

(n = 21) 19.0
.,..

42.9

ME 35'.5 65.8

*--.. 7t) 31.6. . 68.4

OVERALL 48:5 70.1

(n -- 301) 49.2
,,

71.4

Note. The first entry in each cell follows the
minimum chi-square rule. The second entry fol-
lows the maximum probability rule,

,classified by the minimum chi-square rule increases from 48.5 to

70.1 while that by the maximum probability rule increases from

49.2 to 71.4.

r -
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'-DiscussiOn
.

. Th'e
,

results show that jineeringstudentscan be classified

accurately using funcf4ons derived from a discriminant analysis of

the six PIQ Engineeriny Jpecialty SCales. The classifications were.

found in general to be significantly better than chance predictions,

at the` p °< .0,01 significance level. Thissignificance remained

dur.ang cross - validation the disfriminant"funCtions even though
.

.

I'

percentages of correct classificatpon did decrease and, for most

specialty groups, substantitally.4 These classification results not
...

i.

only-show good utility of,_the derTived discriminant functions but

also good utility of the six PIQ/Engineering'Specialty.ScaleS used

in deriving the discriminant functions.

Nevertheless,- problems do exist for some of-the scales. As

observed in the results, Aeronautical En=gineers and Mechanical

Engineers' were at times confounded with each other. It was also
a

`observed that with the independent, FE72 cross-validation group IE

students were significantly misclassified (above p2< .001) above

-chance as ME students. In fact, a larger percentage/of IE students

were misclassified than were correctly classified. It should be noted

that the AE and IE shcools were at one time incorp rated with the ME

school. The classification confusion seems to indicate that character-

istics
..

unique to the FE70 samply of IE and ME (and,possibly AE)students

may have been present and thus adversely affected the discriminant func-

tions, thus calling for re-examination and revision of their relevant
,

scales rather than a deficiency in the discriminant analysis. The con

founding mayHalso have been due in part to somewhat small sample sizes,.

An increase in the sample size of each engineeringgroup (currently

in progress) may thus alleviate somewhat the misclassification

tendencies by making each sample group more representative °flits own

population and thereby lessening any unique characteristic effects.

Efforts are also underway to increase the number of items per scale

as well as the number of scales.

2 This decrease in discriminant function predictability may be compared
conceptually to the decreaSe ip multiple regression predictability
(shrinkage of the multiple R2 or variance accounted for) over samples.

14
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Althoughall groups

:,significant degree, deficiencie

rrectly classlfied:a0ove chahce to a

are seen when the percentages of cor-

rect.classifications are compar
*
d with their corresponding percentages

of total misclassifications. lince-for several:groups more students

were misclassified than,werl correctly classified', there may be impor-

tant characteristics of each group remaining to be measured. Also, of

possible releVance'o this isf the discuilon following.
/

When both the first.apdithe second choice for classification, were

considered (in the cross-.validation), a-large, increment (relative to
the increment possible) Was observed in. the percentage of correct clas-

.sifications. This would indicate thatia counselor should present to

students for.their consideration the first two choices as optimal ones

and use,other information available,isuch as abilities and stated pref-

,erences,vjo help decide between theitwo choices. This could even be

extended to the top three (out of Ox) choices as a means of effectively

redUcing,the number of choices that must be considered. A feasible

alternative would be to actually Use scores from releilantability meas-
.,

ures in the discriminant analysiS along with interest scores. Too

often a counselor -- admittegyjnot the best counselors 7- will

only "the best.choice" possible (as the counselor sees irt) or will pre-

sent all possible choices with little guidance toward the best or most

optimal choices (as determined by the student's objectives, abilities,

interests, etc.). The propoSed plan above should hopefully help stu-

dents feel less restricted in their endeavors and at the same time help

theM pursue a realistic carn^r alternative.

According to the loethodologyOiscriminant analysis is con-

4'"A .ducted with p grflu-- nd the top g groups ,ire selected as the most

14mal for an individual -;=.possessing the closest match between the

TOOdal's scoressand group_characteristics. This methodology is

,conducive to, a counseling viewpoint which concerns examining p possible

groups together and selecting the g most likely choices. However, an

alternate viewpoint involves examining group similarity as ayes /no

question (with'a possible criterion)or an individual and each possible

15



group. According to this viewpoint p separate, t'wo7group discriminant

analyses,would be conducted involving membeitghip versus min-membership

(individuals in one group versus all other individuals) for each par-

ticular group. Probability of the individual's membership would be

calculated for each of the p groups. The counselor could then select

those groups whose probabilitiesSdrpass a criterion or Which have the

highest probabilities -- if none of the probabilities surpass the cri-

terion. DeLauretis (1975) examined two-group discriminant analysis

functionsin reclassifying each-of the six FE70 engineering groups

versUs group of freshman engineers in general and obtained greater
#

results for each group (percentage:of correct classifications greater

than 75 percent with median percentage of 84.6) than during the FE70

six-group discriminant analysis and reclassification. It should be

noted that thes analyses-conducted by DeLauretis-are only similar, to

that proposed above since the reference group was a,group of freshman

engineers in general rather than a composite of other groups of upper--

class engineers. Nevertheless, this ;gives some encouraging credibil-

ity
to the two-group.discriMinant analysis approach, although he was

not able at that time to examine the I,cross-vali? dation-of his two-gqgup

discriminant functions on the FE72,sample.

The several, two-group discriminant analysis approach may.Je com-1,

pared to performing several, separatet-tests rather than an P11- _p'

encompassing analysis of variance. Thus, it may be that th' )ach

may not only greatly restrict de(: s of freedom for infer. may

also increase the likelihood of matching an individual to a u milar

-,group. However, considering DeLauretis' results, it maybe wore .chile

to comparethe predictive utilities of these' two discriminant app. ,Ache.

Although the maximum (Bayesian) probability rule was obS--&-PVed to

be consistently superior to the minimum chi-square rule- in the overall

percentage of correct classification's, the difference was nasignifi-

cant, and the superiority did not hdld,aCross groups. It is thought

that any "superiority" may have, been\due,,at least in part, to tic

.unequal group sample sizes, but this is not completely substantial ed by

the data., There is therefore a need further examine this pbssible

16
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tendency. It is also suggested t t the use of one rule with some

groups and the other rule wkth e remaining groups may be considered

and further studied. /

Conclusions

Discriminant analysis functions, based on the six PIQ Engineering

Specialty Scales, correctly classified students into their specialty

group significantly above chance predictions (p < .001, in general).

Although the percentages of correct classification decreased during

cross-validation of the discriminant functions, the percentages were

in general -significantly above chance levels. Therefore, discriminant

analysis (as well as the six PIQ Engineering Specialty Scales) is cod?

sidered to be of assistance to beginning engineering students and

counselors in making decisions concerning the,engineeringkspecialties.

It may also prove worthwhile to consider not only the first, but,also

the second choice of specialty area as being optimal for success and

then toluseother information available to make the most reasonable/

decision. /
Although problems were observed, indie nt A re- examination

of each scale may be necessary i Or char-
1-

istic of their resperive ,,,mains important

--kite that, even with probleL e scales and discriminant,

functions show good utility in. addinc: the aVaillable information

about a student in order to assist in decisio5 concerning future aca-

demic endeavors.

Educational Impact

Engineering is one of the largest professions in the United

)

States, today with over a quarter million undergraduate students

(over one million practicing engineers in 1972). However, only

,

.

about one-half of the students who begin engineering study actually

graduate in an engineering field, and maRy4yho remain in engineering

change specialty area within engineering prior to graduation. In

17
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addition the engineering profe'ssion is becoming morercomplex and

broadening its respansibilities and gdals. It therefore becomes

increasingly important to-guide capable and interested individuals

toward meeting the need of this expanding profession and of the

nation. It has been shown thatlinventorfed interests (such as

measured by the PIQ) provide worthwhile information and multiple

discriminant analysis a worthwhife-Method-of using this information

for assisting with educational/career decisions. However, it is

important-to note that these techniques need -- and should -- not

be limited to engineering but could be applied to the broader domain

of career fields available and could be very useful as occupational

interests within individuals develop.
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